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Masculinity, Sexuality and
the Visual Culture of Glam Rock

Abstract
Glam Rock. a musical style accompanied by a flamboyant dress code emerged during the
early 1970s. lhis essay looks at the changing representations of masculinity which occured
during the late 1960s and early 1970s. leading eventually to the Glam Rock phenomenon.
The impact of social changes including the legalisation of homosexuality and the growth of
the women's liberation movement and their effect on male representation will be explored.
There will be an examination fashion and retailing for men. ·unisex· style to demonstrate
how menswear became increasingly feminised. culminating eventually in the adoption ot
full transvestism by male performing artists like David Bowie. The relationship be!'Neen
Glam Rock and other musical subcultures will also be discussed with a view to explaining
how the eventual adoption of transvestism by Glam Rock performers exposed and
challenged the hegemony of the prevailing metanarrative ot heterosexual male freedom
within 19/0s popular culture.

Erillik, Cinsellik ve Glam Rock'm Gorsel Kiiltiiri.i

Ozet
Glam Rock. 70'1erin ba~nda. goster~li ve siislii bir giyim bi~imi e§liginde ortaya ~1kan bir
miiz1k tamd1r. Bu ma kale. 60'1arda ve / O'lerin ba§lt'lda. daha sonralan Glam Rock olgusuna
yiinelen. erilligin temsillerindeki degi§imi inceliyor. Erkeklerin temsilini etkileyen.
e§cinselligin me§rula§mas1 ve kadm ozgfirlfigii hareketinin geni~lemesi gibi toplumsal
egilimler iizerinde duruluyor. Erkeklerin mocla pazan ve erkek giyiminin gittik~e
kadinslla§mas1. hem kadin hem de erkek i~in olan giyim tamnin yayginla§mas1inceleniyor.
Bu egilimlerin ula§t1g1son nol:ta. Oavid Bowie gibi erkek sahne sanat~1lannm transvesl
tam. Glam Hock ve diger miizik alt kiiltiirleri arasindaki ili~ki. transvestizmin Glarn Rock
sanatc1lan tarafindan uyarlanmas1yla. 70'1er popiiler kiiltUriindeki heteroseksiiel erkek
iizgiirliigilniin nas1I sergilenip buna nas1I kar~1 ~1k1ld 1~ 1 iizerinde durularak tart1§1hyor.
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Masculinity, Sexuality and
the Visual Culture of Glam Rock

The "s~tacular"' youth
subculture:. u~uJlly
include Mods, Punk.<,
Hippies and Skinhead~.
See Stratton (1985) for a
text which chall(•nge$ 1he
anti ·consumcrisl Marxist
rhetoric of the
Birmingham School
2

The introduction to
Rt•s1stu11rc '//or1111glt R1t11nls

(Hall and )\!Her.;on, 1976)
contams quot<'S from and
reference,; to both
i\llhus.•er and Marx. TI1e
debt to GramS<'i and his
theories of hegemony is
clearly acknowl~dgcd on
p.38.

/\lthough youth and subcultures have been the subject of
considerable interest within cultural studies, Clam Rock
appears to have been overlooked by the majority of historians
and theorists, who have concentrated instead, on the so called
"spectacu lar youth subcultures". 1 This may be due to the
importance placed on social class in the early studies carried out
al the l3im1ingham Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies
(CCCS) (Hall and Jefferson, 1976; Willis, 1978; Hebdige, 1979).
The Birmingham School continued an earlier tradition
established by the Chicago School of sociologists who were
particularly active in the 1940s - 1960s Chicago School theorists
(Cordon, 1947; Cohen, 1955 and Becker, 1963) characterised
members of subcultures as anti-social, deviant "outsiders",
living on the margins of mainstream society, whereas the
research undertaken by the Birmingham School placed
subcultures firmly within a framework of social class struggle.i
Dick Hebdige, an alumnus of the CCCS was one of the first
researchers to investigate the importance and the symbolic
function of fashion wilhin the subculture~. His work on style
was an important advance on existing fashion histories (Laver,
1982; Yarwood, 1975) which tended Lo focus on hautc couture
and the fashions of the el ite, usually attributing fashionable
change Lo the endeavours of individual designers.
/\ccording to Hebdige, through the application of the
technique of "bricolage", the subcultural stylist is able to
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demonstrate resis ta nce to a s ubordinate socia l position by
offering a symbolic challenge to the "normality" of Lhe social
order established by dominant groups (101-112). He dismisses
Glam Rock as "frivo lous, narcissistic and politically evasive",
describing the artists Lou Reed and David Bowie as performe rs
whose "extrem e foppishness, incipient el itism and morbid
pretensions lo art and intellect" p recluded their acceptance by
the masses. Using a Ma rxist argument he dismisses Bowie's
contribution to pop as a collusion with consumer capitalism
creating a dependent adolescent class. Hebdigc ascribes the
dominance established by those in power, to their economic
strength and questions around hierarchies of sexuality or
gender are thus s ide-stepped.
Taylor and Wa ll ( l976) also employ a very negative reading
of Clam, arguing that it was an offensive, commercial and
cullu ra l emascu la ti o n of the far more "masculine" a nd
"authentic", middle-class "underground". This class-based
cultural analysis contains an implicitly m nle focus which
reinforces a mascu linist hagiography. The fa ilure of subcultural
theoris ts to dislodge a~s tnnptions of dominant masculinity in
youth culture clearly outlined by McRobbie (1980) who signalled
the need to consider the cultural expression of sexuality and
gender fro m alternative viewpoints lo those based on class.
More recent work on subcultures (Thornton, 1995; Gelde r
and Thornton, 1997) informed by Uourdieu's (1984) studies of
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taste, avoid the overly simplistic binary oppositions which
characterise many of the earlier studies. As well as calling for
more use of empirical research, Thornton argues that the
hegemonic dichotomies of mainstream vs. underground and
commercial vs. "alternative" are misleading forms and should be
replaced by approaches which give a "more complicated picture
which takes, account of the implications of cultural plurality"
(96-97). This cultural plurality is particularly relevant to the
1970s, a decade where a number of subcultures flourished
simultaneously. The 1970s saw the emergence of the Two-Tone
Punk and Rastafarian as well as the less well-documented or
seriously theorised, Glam Rock, Progressive Rock, Funk and
"Casual" subcultures.
Whilst Marxist theories may be inadequate when
attempting to explain the subtle nuances of cultural diversity
and difference, theories of postmodernism offer an alternative
mode of analysis. McRobbie (1994) explains how
postmodernism has helped to undermine the class based
Marxist analysis of culture, allowing for more flexible
interpretations of cultural identity. Although it is acknowledged
that postmodernism is a theoretical concept that resists
definition (Storey, 1993; Strinati, 1995). Collins suggests that the
key characteristics of the paradigm include the formation of
complex social spaces where pluralism is celebrated and where
clearcut structures of class or dominance are less easy to detect
(115).
These politics of identity and difference seem particularly
appropriate to a study of the diverse range of subcultural
groupings which appeared during the 1970s. Thwaites, David
and Mules (1994) discuss the complexity of cultural identities and
their contribution to the establishment of social meanings. They
argue that the multi-layered complexity of cultural identities
precludes simplistic generalisations or fixed meanings.
This research aims to re-examine the social meanings of the
visual culture of Glam Rock, taking into account the
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forementioned developments. Rather than focussing on social
class and deviance, contemporary issues around gender and
sexuality will be related to the emergence and expression of the
style and the challenge which it posed to the hegemony of
masculinity and heterosexuality in the historiography of
subcultural studies.
To what .extent did the style signal a crisis of masculine
identity as a reaction to the rise of the women's movement?
Following a period of sexual liberation in the 1960s, did Glam
Rock reflect uncertainty about the nature of masculinity? How
and in what ways did the Glam style facilitate the expression of
"alternative" sexualities? The noticeable absence of female Glam
performers is also of interest and requires explanation. Did the
sexual liberation created by 1960s youth cultures conceal an
inherent misogyny and homophobia which was exposed by the
flamboyant dress code of performers such as David Bowie, Marc
Bolan and the New York Dolls? To what extent was the Glam
Rock style influenced by the prevailing trends in contemporary
mainstream menswear?
Through an examination of the contemporary pop music
press, teenage magazines, films, newspapers and fashion
magazines the evolution of the Glam Rock style will be
documented in order to explore these questions. By avoiding a
class based analysis and looking instead at sexuality and gender,
the complex layers of youth culture and cultural identity will be
investigated.

The Stylistic Apparatus of Glam Rock
Glam Rock was an aural and visual style which played a
significant role within popular music culture from the early to
mid 1970s. The main characteristics of the visual style, worn
almost exclusively by male performers were: transvestism/ the
use of glittery, shiny and soft fabrics such as velvet, satin and
lurex; leather clothing; spangled, shiny or brightly coloured

3

The most overt visual
example of this
transvestism was the
photograph of David
Bowie wearing a dress on
the cover of the Man Who
Sold the World L.P. in 1970.
There were also open
references to transvestism
in songs - e.g. Lou Reed's
Walk 011 the Wild Side and
Make Up 011 tire
Transformer L.P. of 1972.
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4
See Hoskyn's (1998: xii)
"Ten Clam Signa tures".
5
Marc Bolan was originally
Marc Feld, David
Bowie/David Jones, Gary
Glitter/Paul Gadd and
Luther Grosvenor I Ariel
Bender. David Bowie
adopted a number of alter
egos as dran1atic devices,
including "Ziggy
Stardust", "Aladdin Sane"
and "The Thin White
Duke".
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platform soled shoes and soft flat slippers. Heavily applied
make up and extreme quasi "feminine" hairstyling, from the
long black corkscrew curls of Marc Bolan and the blonde layers
worn by Brian Conley of the Sweet, to the orange feathered
coxcomb pioneered by David Bowie (See Fig. 1) were also de
rigeur.
By looking back to earlier traditions of glamour established
in the cinema during the 1930s as well as creating space age
projections, the style made simultaneous references to both the
future and the past (See Figs. 2 and 3). These references were
created from a repertoire of outfits, which in~luded skin-tight
jumpsuits, wide lapelled, jackets, flares, shorts, feather boas,
p latform-soled boots, top hats and assorted jewellery.
Transvestism, suggestions of androgyny, bi or homosexuality
were expressed with the heavy use of irony and a camp
sensibility (See Fig. 3).
The musical style of Glam Rock was characterised by
mechanical drum sounds and formulaic three minute pop
songs• (T Rex, Suzi Quatro, Mud, the Sweet); affected Cockney
vibrato vocals (David Bowie, Ian Hunter, Steve Harley); high
squealing backing vocals (T Rex and the Sweet); complex
chamber rock arrangements (Queen, Alice Cooper) and an
emphasis on high drama and shameless artifice. Many
performers adopted glamorous pseudonyms and others went
further by assuming complete alter-egos.'
Most of the individual components of the style could be
seen to a greater or lesser extent, in the popular music culture of
previous decades. Glamour has always been an essential feature
of popular music and male pop s tarts like Liberace, Elvis Presley
and Billy Fury had all worn gold lame suits during the 1950s.
Nik Cohn, describes the musicians window in Cecil Gee's shop
on Charing Cross Road thus:

l11side tliere wns a Vathek-like 111agnificence, the most
splenderous sights thnt I'd seen in my l!fe: danceband uniforms
of lame or silk or satin, all tinselled and starred, a shimmering
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111ass of 111aroo11s a11d golds, a11d purples, silvers and pure sktj
blue, like fireworks (43).
/\t the heig ht of his fame, Elvis wo re a la me suit, eye ma ke
up and d yed his hair black: Little Richard loo, was famous for
his e laborate hair s tyling and narci::.sism• (See Fig. 4). Where
C la m Rock differs fro m its twe ntieth centur}' precursors is in the
o penness of its refere nces to a lternative sexualities, transvesti::.m
a nd camp; post war yo uth culture fro m its ince ption having
been a lm os t exclusively heterosexual in its orientation.

Social Change, Sexuality and Masculinity - t he
Post-War Legacy
The roots of the social chan ge~ which led to the e volutio n of
Glam Rock can be traced back to lhc socil'll clima te of the pos twa r period and the legal changes which look place during the
1960s. The 1960s was a n age of libe ral, humanitaria n reforms
a nd ::.inge issue campaigns. Econo mic expans ion led to a more
widespread afnuencc which had he lped lo eradica te many of
the problems of pove rty a nd inequa lity that had pre vio usly
preoccupied po liticia ns and it was no w possible for atte ntio n to
be focused o n more pe rsonal issues of con!>cience and indi vidua l
liberty. Following the ho rro rs of the Second Wo rld Wa r a nd the
legacy of restrictio ns im po~ed by rationing, the 1960s was a
decade which began with a new found spirit of optimism a nd
calls for a fa irer, mo re cg<llila rian society. Reforms tha t were
introduced incl uded the ilbolitio n of ca pita l puni~hm enl,
divorce law reform a nd, of majo r im portance lo the C lam Rock
'> tylc, the partial decriminalisation of ho mosexuality between
consenting adults.
According to Weekes, during Lhe 1950s homosexua lity was
still perceived by the majority, to be eithe r a weakness, o r a
mental aberra tion. He quo tes from a "sympa the tic·· account in a
book e ntitled Society a11d llw I Jomosex11nl where il is referred to <lS
a ":;evcre menta l sickness" and a "mental d isorder" (156- 158).

6
Chucl. Como, an .1 tubule to
L111le Rich,1rd. d~ribed hi•
1mp.1ct on tcl'n•'H''r' of both
,,exes during th<.- 1950,,:
"The kids w111\t<'U to ~cc
Richard <;() bJd, tlwv would

play hooky lo come .rnd *e
thl! show. h>r th.: l.1<1' 111•!
10 look JI R1ch.lrd "'"'
rc;)lly <;0mNh111i; T~' had
ne\'er 'een J man hl.l' that with long hil1r .rnd 1l ll thvt
make up and ~h,1k1ng h1•
head <>nd all th.11·· «1uot<'<I
in

W hite, 198-1: ii).

7
Although the s._.,u.11
Offences Act of 1%7 wa~

,-...-.enhally ht>Cr.111ng. the
dccrim1nah-;.1t1(>n onl~
apph<'<l to con-.cn11ng ildull~
over 21 in th<• priv.icy of
their own honws.
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See Pearce for a detailed
account of newsmedia
coverage of
homosexuality in Cohen
and Young's (1973) "The
Manufacture of News".
David also describes the
attitude of the popular
media towMds
homosexuals (197).
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David also refers to the "rabidly homophobic" books of the 1950s
which speak of the "potential evil" and "corroding practices" of
homosexuals (156). It seems that the extreme cultural anxiety
surrounding alternative expressions of sexuality was dealt with
by either vilifying or s tereotyping homosexuals. Even during
the early 1960s, the Sunday Mirror published an article on "How
to spot a possible homosexual", advising readers to look out for
their "shifty glances", "dropped eyes" and a "fondness for the
theatre". 8 These fears regarding homosexuality appear to have
acted as a barrier to the involvement of heterosexual men in the
world of fashion. As Cohn points out, during the 1950s:

Famou s 11nmes apart, dressiness wns confined largely to
homosexuals. Since they were cut off from the mainstream
anyway, both sexually and socially, they had nothing to lose by
outrageousness in their clothes (24).
The "feminine" qualities expressed within Glam Rock style
could be traced back to the early 1960s when menswear
gradually began to be treated as "fashion". This reverscdthe
tendency for men to avoid overt displays of either sexuality or
fashionability which had prevailed through much of the 19th
and 20th cc. (Craik, 1994; Steele, 1989). According to Breward
(1995), the rhetoric of masculinity was dependent on the denial
of men's fashion and the allribution of fash ion to the femi nine
s phere. Pumphrey also reinforces this point, arguing that in
order to maintain the codes of masculinity, men also rejected
other activities associated with "ideal transformations" like
window shopping, attending fashion shows and subscribing to
fashion magazines (97). Connikie (1989) suggests that the
declining infant mortality of the post-war years led to a gender
imbalance which put pressure on heterosexual men to compete
with one another in the search for a partner. Jt may be that this
competi tion had an impact on the growing market for youth
fashion which had occurred since the war.
Elizabeth Ewing describes how the youth explosion of the
fifties and sixties dealt a "death blow" to leadership by the
establishment (229). Furthermore, she argues that fashion began
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to have less to do with status and class and more to do with
issues of identity and individuali ty. Young people certainly had
more disposable income to spend on clothing. Abrams (1950)
attributed this rising youth income to a rise in real earnings of
fifty percent from the 1930s to the 1950s. In addition, teenagers
were choosing to spend the majority of their new-found wealth
on clothing and other products connected to youth culture.
The growing econom ic power of teenagers, combined with
the evolution of a separate you th culture, created a "generation
gap" which, according to Maclnnes, led to a new form of social
division:

The 'two nations' of our society may perhaps 110 longer those of
the rich and tlte poor (or, to use old fashioned terms, the 'upper'
nnd 'working classes'), but those of the teenagers on the one hand
and on the other, all those who have assumed the burdens ofadult
responsibility (56).

Youth Culture, Fashion Design and
Contemporary Menswear
As teenagers became more powerful demographically,
economically and socia1Jy, the fashion industry began to
respond and the advent of a youth d esigner culture during the
1960s provided a vehicle for a gradual change to the established
traditions of menswear. Immediately after the war the
conservative legacy of 1950s middle class menswear still
prevailed, w ith suits in firm fabrics and sombre colours
predominating (Powell and Peel, 1988: 32-33). However, in 1947
a School of Fashion was opened at the Royal College of Art and
soon fas hion courses were offered up and down the country.
Rouse (1989) points out that the education policies of the postwar government led to the provision of local authority grants
which allowed young people from working-class backgrounds
to study fashion and design. Youthful designers like Ossie
Clarke, Mary Quant and Zandra Rhodes, although corning from
differing social backgrounds, were less inhibited by rradition or
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9
h1 her autobiogr~phy,
Qu.rnt on Quant ( 1966)
,h,• said th«t she b~hcwd
that ··young w omen wcrl?
hrt'<l of we.Hing cloth~'-'
,.._~ntoall\• the same,,.,
their moti1cr~·· Dv
crt•Jt1ng boullqu~ -..!llmg
cloth~ speci11callv for and
by voung people, the
older gener.1tion wcn:-

ct foctovely c>.cludcd
10

l<m·c• cla imed to be
"Brit.1 m's most 111011cnti.1l
you 11g magazine". 0 11
page 2 of the Jul~· 1966
edition. a footnote

111d1C'.1t--s a n;ilion,11
'll(\'C}' ~hO\\'$ thilt Rnt't'

l$

r<'ad b} approx. 1.200,00
~>ople. Thi' suggt~I'- that
It """\'CCV popular
11

In h1' debut p<•gt.> of M.1y
19117 he telb reader~ that

lw ''going to tell th1.·m
"Whn 1 ·~ armmd, like 1hc
lat1:-t male £<1>hion,, the
bird' Wt'' re aftl'r, ,md
nat11r.1lly their problem<.
YtW '<'e, although I'm m
thc know, I'm on vour

~1tlt: Being mtt'r~tl'd in
girl ..., I like knowing ,1lx>ut
their problt?ms"
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the conventions of haute couture which had always dictated to
the masses from above. f3y 1955 Quant had opened her own
shop named "Bazaar" in Che lsea in order to furlhe r he r ai m of
selling her designs exclusively to young women:
Similar developments began to take place in menswear
during the 1960s where there was a subtle movement towards
lig hter, softer clothes which were less firmly structured; suits
oft e n being replaced by separates. This inform ali ty was
accompanied by a growing feminisation of clo thing for the male
youth market. Cohn (197 1) expla ins how the fashion
en trl!preneur John Stephe n revolutio nised menswear in the late
1950s by introducing pink denim jeans and lilac shirts. The more
"feminine" styled fashions for men were not confined solely to
the working classes. In 1965 the November edition of Men in
Vos11e featured a photograph of the fashionable aristocrat Julian
Ormsby Gore, wearing a dark g reen silk ruffled sh irt. Two years
la te r an a rticle by Johnny Rave in the July 1967 edition of Rm•e, a
popular girls m agazine, 11, asks readers whether lhey think "The
feminine look for men is s issy?" I le goes on to say, 'Take a look
at the fabulous gear in Lhese sketches. It proves that a fe minine
influence can achieve a very s leek, smart effect" (49).
Although the magazine was primarily for consumption by
lt>cnage g irls, Johnny Rave was brought in during the Spring of
1967, ostensibly to offer "a boy's point of view on boyfriend
problems" but he also gave advice on male fashion!->, showing
exa mples of clothing and discussing ct1rre nt trends.
Through an analysis of the contents of l~nve over a two-year
period from 1965-67 it is possible to trace the s ubtle changes in
menswear, from the sharper Op and Pop art Motl fash iorn; of the
mid 1960s, to the looser, softer and more feminine
I lippieinspired clothing which emerged later in the decade (See
Fig. 5). It is interesting to note that although Johnny Rave was
clearly ad vocating feminine s tyled clothing for men in his
fashion and advice pages, he made a point of emphasi:;ing his
hete rosexuality while doing so, presumably to reassu re an
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assumed heterosexual readership regarding his own sexual
orientation. The con temporary codes of masculini ty were
carefully preserved through the relegation of men's fashion to
the safety of the feminine sphere and the pages of a magazine
aimed at teenage girls.
Heterosexual masculinity is also clearly affirmed in the
Autumn/Winter 1969 edition of Men i11 Vogue where the writer
Jessica Jessel, in an ~rticle featuring shirts by Michael Fish the
Unisex designer, assures readers lhat: "Nol since the days of the
Regency Bucks have shirts been so fri lled and furbelowed, so
colourful, so carefree and yet so unashamedly admired by
women". The presumed heterosexuality of readers of Men in Vogue
is never in doubt - advertisements in the magazine invariably
feature male models, standing alongside admiring women, often
touching them seductively. Some of the features go a step further,
by pre-empting and addressing readers' latent fears of
homosexuality in rela tion to their dress and personal hygiene. 12
This insistent affi rmation of male he terosexuality reinfo rces
Rutherford's (1988) contention, that a hallmark of twentieth
century masculinity is the privileging of heterosexuality over
other expressions of sexuality. Traditional masculinity was likely
to have been threatened at this time in the wake of the 1967 /\ct to
decriminalise homosexuality and the emergence in America, of
the Gay Liberation movement in 1968. Although legal reforms
had sanctioned homosexual activity to a limited exten l, as
Edwards points out: "The 1967 Sexual Offences Act was an act of
tolerance, com promise and reform, not of acceptance, victory
and revolution" (22).

The "Unisex" Style and the Rise of Androgyny as
an Expression of Cultural Conflict
Although visible signs of homosexuality may have been
frowned upon, the gradual fe minisation of menswear continued
to create a fashion clima te that offered a visual challenge to

12
See Jessel, ) (1969) "Po~t
Post Shave." Merr i11 Vog11e
l(4), Autumn/Winter.
This article about male
grooming tells readers
..Hcterosexudl hackles are
apt to rise at the men'•
'ugge:>tion of make up for
men. On the continent the
e.1u de toilette has been de
ng.:ur with no attendant
homosexual over-or
- l intier tones".
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13
Weeks documents the
close inter~ction between
the "swinging scene·· of
lhc 1960s and the
homosexual world: ''Many
of the youths who worked
or shopped in the trendy
boutiques of Carnaby St.
o r Kings Rd. might be
seen m the height of
fashio n at new gay bars in
the evening" (180).

conventional representations of masculinity. The evolution of
Unisex fashions played an important role in making androgyny
more acceptable within popular music culture and youth style.
There is much talk in the 1960s media about the Unisex
phenomenon. Contemporary magazines contain images of male
and female models wearing identical outfits, including his and
hers swimsuits, pyjamas and shirts, hairstyles, underwear and
T-shirts (See Figs. 6 and 7).
According to Cohn in an account of menswear in the late
1960: "Men were wearing more and more silks and satins;
women more and more trousers and shirts and clumpy shoes apparently styles were becoming interchangeable" (153). He
goes on to describe the growing number of bou tiques which had
begun to cater for both men and women. Whilst women have
been represented as overly susceptible to the frivolous pleasures
associated with shopping, men during the interwar and early
post-war period had not been similarly conditioned.
Reassurance was at hand for the faint-hearted, particularly those
men who might fear being labelled homosexual for showing
excessive interest in their clothing. The Guardian fashion pages of
1969 informed readers that: "Men are beginning to realise that
they can still be men and take an inlerst in fashion and wear
clothes that have a similar feeling and direction as women's"
(Walker, 1969: 7).
According to Mort (1998) the Unisex boutique provided
young men with an "alternative version of masculinity to that
offered on the football terraces and in the public houses''. Unisex
shopping enabled young men to engage with frivolous
consumption, and more particularly, with women's clothing at
close quarlers. 13
Unisex fashions appear to be markedly more stereotypically
"masculine" in their styling, in that both young men and women
were depicted wearing jeans or flared trousers, with shirts or Tshirts - lhe casual uniform of young men of the period. The main
"feminine" stylistic input was derived from the mutual adoption
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by both sexes, of long flowing and artificially curled hair (See Fig.
8). There are no examples of men wearing women's dresses in any
of the magazines I studied, other than one isolated example. The
July 1967 edition of Rave features the "male mini skirt" (See Fig. 9).
However, the tongue in cheek photograph is indicative of a
general fear or intolerance of such blatant displays of transvestism.
The model on the left defends his masculinity by wearing a tie and
the posture of both models suggests a defensive hypermasculinity.
It was not until a few years later that such deeply embedded codes
of masculinity were transgressed further and Male pop
performers took the Unisex style to its ultimate conclusion.
During the early 1960s the Beatles had helped to pave the
way for a softer, less stereotypically masculine style of
appearance1' and, far from diminishing their popularity with
female fans, their new style helped to firmly establish
"Beatlemania". The longer hair styling and collarless Beatlesuits of
the early 1960s soon gave way to the adoption of clothing inspired
by mid '60s psychedelia. On the cover of Sergeant Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band, they can be seen wearing brightly coloured,
orientally influenced, silk suits. Other artists (see Fig. 10) also
began to wear frilled shirts with lacy cuffs, silk jackets, velvet
flared trousers, jewellery, scarves and beads. The new styles
could be purchased from the new London boutiques Granny
Takes a Trip, Mr. Freedom or the aptly named Dandy (Cohn,
1971: 122).
The Rolling Stones took effeminacy a step further by
appearing in drag in the promotional film Have You Seen Your
Mother Baby, Standing in the Shadow. This clumsy attempt to
represent stereotypical femininity was soon replaced by a much
more sexually ambiguous "dandyism" which was attributed by
some, to the group's connections with a group of bisexual
aristocrats. Stanley Booth, speaking of their American tour in 1969
said:

We all got Jaggier by the day. The wonder is that lnj the end of the
tour we weren't all wearing dresses. We all had to brush our hair

14

Constantino describes the
interest expressed by the
media in fashions inspired
by the Beatles. Their
increased use of colour
led to dcclaxations that
""the Dandy" had returned
in British menswear (99).
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ouf of our eyes every eighf seconds. You never snw n more limp

wristed bunch of sissies (quoted in Hoskyns, 1998: 12-13).
/\l the Hyde Park festival of 1969, following the death of
Brian Jones, Booth's fears were realised when Mick Jagger
appC!arcd wearing a white muslin mini dress. The expression of
such overt transves tism and the rejectio11 of "straight"
masculinity appears to be linked to the growing solidarity
amongst homosexuals whkh eventually surfaced in Orilain in
1970 with the activities of the Cay Liberation Front. According
to Weeks, after the legal changes of 1967, attitudes to
homosexuality began to relax - leading to the appearance of gay
disco-type pubs where young gay men could dance and
socialise more freely (albeit in private) {180-183).

Responses to the Growing Feminisation
of Menswear
The sartorial excesses of psychedelia and the camp dress
sense of artists like Jagger, were soon to be challenged from the
within the same youth culture which had helped to create them.
According to Polhemus, where Hippies .had espoused love,
peace and tolerance, skinheads welcomed conflict and many
were accused of attacking minority groups including asians,
homosexuals and hippies (69-71). Where Hippie fashions for
men had celebrated feminine qualities, the Skinhead dress code
of short-cropped hair, Doctor Marten boots, jeans, donkey
jackets and Ben Sherman shirts represented a reactionary blue
collar masculinity.
The hypermasculinity of Skinhead culture offered
resistance to the perceived threat to traditional working class
masculinity posed by homosexual men and Hippies, the so
called "alternative" culture also fragment. Disenchantment with
Hippie philosophy caused by the gradual collapse of the counter
culture, led to a growing concern for the cnvironment,1' a
rejection of consumerism and a call for political action. This
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contrasted s harply with the idealism of the 1960s where the
emphas is had been on individua l experience rather than
collective activity.
/\n a rticle from the early 1970s publication Tile Story of Pop
documents this moral crisis, explaining to readers, that
following the even ts at Altamonte and the student protests
against Vietnam: "Rock is after all more respons ible and more
important than anyone probably imagined al the time of the
great Hippie days of 1967"' (fowler, 1973: 701). This sense of
importance and responsibility led to a contrad ictory bu t
growing conservatism within popu lar music culture. Street
explains how "Progressive" music called into question the very
idea of popularity, through the adoption of an elitist stance
which dismissed popular music as trivial (190-193). Exponents
of Progre~sive Rock Pink Floyd, the ~ice, Emerson, Lake and
Palmer, allied themselves to classical music and the avant garde.
The seriousness of their music was often conflated wi th the
sheer length of the songs, some lasting well over 20 minutes. At
concerts, audiences were encouraged to s it politely and lis ten,
rather than expecting to be "entertained".
This new sobriety was reflected in the dress of the
exclusively male progressive musicians, who eschewed the
foppishness of psychedelia in favour of a more sober,
workmanlike style of dress which consisted of denim jeans,
shirts, wais tcoats and T-shirts. I\ thick, manly growth of facial
hair was also a pre-requisite of lhe "progressive'" look. 1" This
rejection feminine influences on dress, accompanied by the
burgeoning masculinity of the Rock bands, helped to re-assert
the reactionary sexism and conservatism which the
"Underground" had initially set out to challenge.1;
The picture was further complicated by the activities of the
Women's Liberation movement which had almost paralleled the
ascendant Gay Liberation movement. /\ccording to Marwick
(1982) lhe Women's Liberation movement was "scarcely
evident" in Urita in at the end of the 1960s, but attributes an
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from 45,794 (3.7 per
thou<;,1nd) of the married
population in 1968 to
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in 1974 (Marwick. 1982:
ln-173).
19
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(31·54).
20
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acceleration in activity with the publication of Germaine Greer's

The Female E111111cl1 in 1970.
Although there were few signs of political activism in
Britain during the 1960s, the liberal reforms of the late 1960s and
early 1970s had a major impact on the role of women. The
Abortion Act of 1967, combined with the introduction of more
accessible and effective contraception had allowed women
greater sexual and social freedom. The Equal Pay and
Matrimonial Property Acts of 1970 also gave women greater
autonomy and, after the reform of the divorce law, the divorce
rate in Britain rocketed :~
Glam Rock seems to have emerged out of this climate of
social and cullural conflict and tension regarding the dominance
of both heterosexuality and masculinity. Although the 1960s had
Jed to a new freedom and more open altitude to sexual matters,
the emphasis had been on male heterosexual freedom. Female
homosexuality and the rights of women generally, had been
ignored or played down. Both the Gay Liberation Front and the
Women's Liberation Movement challenged the privileging of
heterosexuality and masculinity by indicating that profound
changes in the nature of sex roles and attitudes to sex were now
necessary."
Both Booth (1983) and Hoskyns (1998) attribute Marc
Bolan with the invention of Glam Rock in 1971. Bolan certainly
helped to pioneer the wearing of make up and glamorous stage
clothing but the artist David Oowie's contribution to the Glam
Rock20 style was far more radical. During 1970, Oowie had
totally transgressed the codes of masculinity by appearing on
the cover of Tire Man Who Sold the World album, wearing a
"men's"dress purchased from the London Boutique; Mr Fish.
In Alias David Bowie, chief Art Director Mike Stanford said of
the image:

Tl1ere was 110 ambiguity about it, tire dress was made of creamy
satin, printed with a large blue floral pattern. What was more,
David's pose, with Iris flips provocatively tilted, one /rand raised
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as if toying with Iris hair, the other elegantly extended, lightly
holding a playing card, was irresistibly feminine (Gilman, and
L., 1986: 225).
The impact of this display of transvestism was heightened
by the disclosure in Melody Maker, that he was "gay and always
had been". Late in the same year, T<olling Stone reported that he
was "both gay and married". 21 Bowie's bisexuality was clearly
expressed in the lyrics of songs and in the space age androgyny
of his alter ego Ziggy Stardust. By flirting with homosexuality
and bisexuality, Bowie and other Glam artists were able to
challenge established representations of heterosexual
masculinity within popular music culture.
However, with the exception of Suzi Quatro, there were no
other female Glam Rock artists. Quatro appears to have been
acceptable only because of her ability to play down her
femininity by parodying instead, the codes of heterosexual
masculinity. She usually appeared with her hair styled short,
wearing leathers, jumpsuits or trousers, with her guitar slung
low mirroring the look of the male rock star (See Fig. 11). A
Rolling Stone article, "Suzi Quatro flexes her Leather" Qan. 2,
1975: 28) emphasises her attempts to be accepted as "one of the
boys", explaining to readers that, like the boys, she was besieged
by (male) groupies. Her visual image was particularly
challenging within the context of the contemporary ideology of
popular music which rarely fostered the positive visual
representation of women as overt sexual predators. Where the
homo and bisexuality of male performers was emphasised in
Glam Rock, Quatro's heterosexuality was represented as an
exaggerated, camp parody of the archetypal, red-blooded, male
rock star. Perhaps this reflected the newfound freedom of
women as well as the greater equality between men and women?
To conclude; Glam Rock fails to fit comfortably within
those theories which exclusively rely on dichotomies of youth
culture vs. dominant culture, mainstream vs. "alternative", or
within theories which privilege resistance to the class system.

21
See Hoskyns (1998:32) and
Rolli11g Sto11e, Nov. 9, 1972,

P· 25.
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During the 1970s there were significant divisions from within
"alternative" youth culture, as well as from outside it. Similarly,
sexuality and gender appear to have been more important issues
than age and sociaJ class in the evolution and the visual
expression of the C lam style.The social liberation of the 1960s
which had led lo a greater acceptance of "feminine" influences in
menswear, still concealed an element of hypocrisy towards
alternative expressions of male sexuality. Whilst it became
socially acceptable for men to wear lace and frills, this could only
be sanctioned if they were perceived to be heterosexual.
Likewise, the symbolic equality between the sexes which was
represented in the Unisex fashions of the late 1960s belied the
inequality which prevailed within youth culture.
The overbearing and "masculine" pomposity of progressive
rock and the aggressive blue-collared posturing of male
skinheads were a conservative and repressive force against the
open expression of unconventional sexuality. 13y reasserting
"masculine" values within youth culture, the threat to the
hegemony of heterosexuality and masculinity was temporarily
extinguished. In this context, the Clam Rock parodies of
femininity and homosexuality, demonstrate the ability of camp
to "make fun of what is really serious" (Booth, 1983: 11 ).
David Bowie's sophisticated flight to androgyny (Fig. 12),
the open transvestism of groups like the Sweet (Fig. 13) and the
clumsy camp of Cary Glitter or Slade (Fig. 14), all helped to
highlight questions of sexual identity, power and control which
had previously been ignored, or only partially addressed within
youth culture. The Marxist critiques of Hebdigc (1979) and
Taylor and Wall (1976) which point lo the inherent frivolity,
narcissism and political evasiveness of the subculture, chose to
ignore the sexism and homophobia which were often disguised
in the more well documented subcultures. In some ways, the
flights of fantasy offered by Clam Rock were more personally
liberating than the self-centred heterosexual hedonism offered
within the Hippies, Mods or Progressive Rock subcultures.
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Fig . 1:

David Bowie's celebrated orange
coxcomb or "mullet" from the
Aloddi11 Sane LP.cover.

Fig. 2:

Fig . 3:

The outiit worn by Brian Eno was
typical of the futurism and space
age imagery seen in Glam Rock.
Source: Hoskyns, 1998

Vaudeville and the early cinema were
the inspiration for the sequinned
jackets worn by Bryan Ferry of Roxy
Music. Source: Hoskyns, 1998
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Fig . 4:

Elvis and Little Richard were
both earlier champions of
glamorous stage outfits.
Source: Radio 011e Story of Pop
series, 1973, p. 707

Fi g. 5:

Mod irn;pired clothing worn by
the pop group the Action
compared to the Hippie clothing
worn by Procul Harum.
Source: Rave, 1965-67
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fig . 6:

'Unisex' j('answear. Source: 19

maga111le, 1968
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Fig. 8:

'Unisex' hairstyles. Source: Rnve, July 1968

Fi'g . 9:

Miniskirts for men.
Source: Htme, May, 1967

Fig. 1O:

Jimi Hendrix wearing velvet
jacket and lace frilled s hirt.
Source: Rave, Dec. 1967
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fig 11 :

Suzi Quatro - the sole femcilc Clam Rock

arti~t.

Source: Rt'foril

Collt'clor, Oct. 1992

Fig. 12:

David
!3owie,
Ziggy
Stardus t and androgyny.
Source: Hoskyns, 1998
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f ig. 13:

Tht• Sweet. Source, R(•corcl Collector, Oct 1992

4 ..llft!ilj f og . 13:
Cary Glitter. Source, Lancashire
Evening Post, June 1976
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